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MOF-Directed Synthesis of Crystalline Ionic Liquids with Enhanced
Proton Conduction
Wen-Long Xue+, Wei-Hua Deng+, Hui Chen, Rui-Heng Liu, Jared M. Taylor, Yu-kun Li,
Lu Wang, Yu-Heng Deng, Wen-Hua Li, Ying-Yi Wen, Guan-E Wang, Chong-Qing Wan,* and
Gang Xu*

Abstract: Arranging ionic liquids (ILs) with long-range order
can not only enhance their performance in a desired applica-
tion, but can also help elucidate the vital between structure and
properties. However, this is still a challenge and no example has
been reported to date. Herein, we report a feasible strategy to
achieve a crystalline IL via coordination self-assembly based
reticular chemistry. IL1MOF, was prepared by designing an IL
bridging ligand and then connecting them with metal clusters.
IL1MOF has a unique structure, where the IL ligands are
arranged on a long-range ordered framework but have a labile
ionic center. This structure enables IL1MOF to break through
the typical limitation where the solid ILs have lower proton
conductivity than their counterpart bulk ILs. IL1MOF shows
2–4 orders of magnitude higher proton conductivity than its
counterpart IL monomer across a wide temperature range.
Moreover, by confining the IL within ultramicropores
(< 1 nm), IL1MOF suppresses the liquid–solid phase transi-
tion temperatures to lower than@150 88C, allowing it to function
with high conductivity in a subzero temperature range.

Introduction

Changing materials from amorphous to a long-range
ordered (crystalline) state is a particularly interesting re-
search realm.[1a,b] Superior to amorphous materials with
uncertain structures, crystalline materials enable precise
structure determination down to the molecular level via
diffraction techniques, which facilitates a deeper fundamental
understanding of their structure-property relationships.[1c,d]

Moreover, the long-range ordered structure, low defect
density, symmetry, and anisotropy of crystalline materials
can profoundly enhance their performances, such as better

mechanical stability, unique physicochemical properties,[2]

and importantly, faster electron/ion transport.[3] One of the
biggest challenges in this realm is changing a liquid to a crystal
while simultaneously maintaining or enhancing its properties.

Ionic liquids (ILs) are a type of liquid salt that melts near
or below room temperature. They have been widely used as
safe and promising electrolytes in supercapacitors, secondary
batteries, full cells and dye-sensitized solar cells etc.[4]

Compared to the classic ILs, the developed solid IL deriva-
tives, including the liquid crystals of semi-rigid poly(ionic
liquid)s[5] and the ILs@support systems with ILs confined
within nano pore/region of supports (carbon nanotubes, silica,
ceramic, (bio)polymer etc.)[6] (Scheme 1), possess significant-
ly enhanced mechanical properties required for practical
applications and relative ordered structures in short-range.
However, they suffer from significantly lower conductivity
than their counterpart bulk ILs[5–7] due to the reduced ion
content in the ILs@support systems and absent long-range
ordered structure even in liquid-crystal ILs (i.e. Random ILs,
Scheme 1). Although solid IL derivatives are proposed as
a superior choice for optimizing the manufacture, safety and
cost of the various electrical devices, their conductivities
generally cannot meet the practical needs (& 10@3 Scm@1) of
applications at room temperature or lower. Moreover, owing
to the random states, structure-property-relationship based
iterative design to improve their properties is limited.
Crystalline ILs combining the high conductivity of liquid-
state ILs, high mechanical stability of solid IL, and a long-
range ordered structure may greatly favor their application in
real-world devices.

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) or porous coordina-
tion polymers are a type of porous materials with long-range
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ordered structures, which are constructed by coordination
bonds between inorganic nodes and organic bridging li-
gands.[8] Their crystalline structures can be flexibly designed
with desired organic ligands to provide versatile properties
for applications, such as molecular storage, separation, drug
delivery and catalysis.[9] With judiciously designed host-guest
interactions, MOFs are promising to transcribe their long-
range ordered structure to amorphous molecules/polymers/
protein/enzyme, etc. by incorporating them into the micro-
pores.[10] Also inspired by this, ILs were impregnated into
MOFs to form ILs@MOF materials by both the H. KitagawaQ
group and ours.[11] However, due to the difficulty in precisely
controlling the weak interactions (hydrogen bonding, electro-
static interactions, etc.) between ILs and framework of the
MOF, the reported ILs@MOF materials failed to show
a crystalline IL network in the MOF, with the IL in a random
state (Scheme 1). The conductivities of ILs@MOF materials
are still far lower than their counterpart bulk ILs.

In this work, we report the preparation of the first
example of a IL with long-range ordered structure, IL1MOF,
via reticular synthesis strategy to tackle the above-mentioned
issues in solid ILs. This was readily realized by designing IL
monomers as bridging ligands to connect with metal clusters
through a coordination self-assembly based reticular chemis-
try (Scheme 1).[9h–j] X-ray diffraction, NMR, TGA and DSC
measurements determined that IL1MOF is isostructural to
that of UiO-67[12] (Figure 1, Scheme S1,S2). Variable-temper-
ature impedance spectroscopy measurements revealed not
only an unexpectedly higher proton conductivity of IL1MOF
than that of the counterpart bulk IL1, but also a working
temperature of IL1MOF down to @40 88C. Cycling variable
temperature conductivity tests demonstrated its excellent
long-term stability and repeatability. Variable-temperature
solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) measure-
ments were conducted to study the dominant proton dynam-
ics. A possible relationship between the high proton con-
ductivity and crystalline structure of IL1MOF is also dis-
cussed.

Results and Discussion

Liquid-state IL1, an ionic liquid bridging ligand for
constructing IL1MOF, was prepared by covalently bonding
the composite part ([-MIMS][MSA]) of IL2 to 4,4’-biphenyl-
dicarboxylate acid (H2BPDC) (Figure 1a and S1, Scheme
S1,S2). IL2 bears the composite of 1-(1-ethyl-3-imidazolio)-
propane-3-sulfonate (EIMS) and methanesulfonic acid
(MSA). The zwitterions (EIMS) combine the MSA to
compose a binary ionic liquid with the negative charge
shifting between the -SO3

@ on EIMS (or -MIMS) and MSA via
H+ hopping, furnishing a Brønsted acid-base buffer (Fig-
ure 1a). Herein, ZrIV based UiO-67 (a MOF with H2BPDC
linker) is chosen as the structure model for IL1MOF due to its
high thermal stability and stability to acids. Its two pore types
(tetrahedron with f& 12 c and octahedron with f& 16 c,
V = 3082 c3) are interconnected/shared by triangular win-
dows of f& 8 c (Figure 1b and S2)[12] and are large enough to
accommodate segment -MIMS (& 6.70 c across). The MOF
is synthesized by reaction of H2BPDC-MIMS with ZrCl4 salt
under solvothermal conditions. Zr6O4(OH)4(BPDC-
MIMS)5.3·(O2CCH3)1.4 (MIMS-MOF) was obtained as white
powder with 71.2 % yield as determined by 1H-NMR
spectrum, TGA, ICP and EDX analyses (Figure 1e, S4,S5,
and Table S2). Stability tests show MIMS-MOF remains
intact under high pressure and through a wide pH range (1–
10, Figure S6 a), which allows for the impregnation of MSA.
As shown in Figure 1b and Scheme S2, a volume of MSA
(& 2 c across, VvdW = 70.74 c3)[13] equaling to the total pore
volume of MIMS-MOF (0.426 cm3 g@1, Table S3,S4) was
incorporated through an incipient wetness technique upon
grinding and heating[11, 14a, 15] (synthesis section in ESI), giving
IL1MOF. Wherein the framework, the sulfonic -SO3

@ of the
grafted MIMS groups on MIMS-MOF can dissociate the
MSA through a Brønsted acid-base buffer[14] as that in bulk
IL1 and IL2 (Figure 1a), thus constructing a new type of ionic
liquid bearing rigid lattice framework. We term it as
crystalline IL (IL1MOF) with a long-range ordered structure
of MOFQs framework sharp contrast to that random ILs

Scheme 1. Strategies for crystalline ILMOF with long-rang ordered framework and traditional solid ILs featuring random structures. Positive and
negative signs represent cation and anion in ILs. In the lower panel, the positive signs present H+ originated from CH3SO3H in this work.
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reported (Scheme 1). Owing to the already present -MIMS,
the incorporated MSA pairs to the zwitterion in more ordered
array and the H+ migration will take place between the
sulfonic sites of zwitterions and MSA for fast ion transport
along the infinite ultramicropore channels (< 1 nm, subtract-
ed the -MIMS across) (Scheme 1, Figure S2[13]). Based on the
formula of MIMS-MOF and the incorporated MSA (w% =

38.5%) (Table S4, Figure S4), the stoichiometric formula for
IL1MOF is Zr6O4(OH)4(BPDC-MIMS)5.3·(O2CCH3)1.4·-
(MSA)20.0. IL1MOF has a [BPDC-MIMS]/[MSA] molar ratio
of 1: 3.78, which is same to that of IL1. This composite nature
is further evidenced by vide infra solid-state 13C NMR
spectra, FT-IR and TGA spectra measurements (Figure S4
and S7). As a reference, UiO-67, Zr6O4(OH)4(BPDC)5.3-
(O2CCH3)1.4 (determined via 1H-NMR spectrum and TGA,
Figure S3 and S4), was also synthesized through the similar
procedure, and impregnated with IL2 equaling total pore
volume of UiO-67 to generate IL2@MOF (Scheme S2,
Table S4).

The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) fingerprint pattern
of MIMS-MOF and IL1MOF overlap that of UiO-67[12]

(Figure 1c), indicating the similar crystalline framework of
these three MOFs. So, as shown in Figure 1b and S2, the
Zr6O4(OH)4 octahedral clusters connect to adjacent clusters
through the IL1 bridging linkers and form the tetrahedral and
octahedral cages. The tetrahedral cages share triangular
windows with the octahedral pores, with each tetrahedral

cage surrounded by 4 symmetric octahedrons and each
octahedral pore surrounded by 8 symmetric tetrahedrons.
Such interconnection of octahedral and tetrahedral cages
within the lattice structure form the 3D crystalline pore
network and lead to the long-range ordered arrangement of
IL1 ligands.

Besides PXRD measurements, successful preparations of
MIMS-MOF and IL1MOF were also confirmed by N2

absorption experiments. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller
(BET) surface areas change from 2407.42 m2 g@1 for UiO-67,
to 323.67 m2 g@1 for MIMS-MOF, and then to the negligible
for IL1MOF (Figure 1 d, S8 and Table S3), indicating the
-MIMS groups protruding to the pore of MIMS-MOF and the
[-MIMS][MSA] moieties encoded within IL1MOF fill the
inner micropore volume of the MOF. Combining these results
with the similar morphologies of MIMS-MOF and IL1MOF in
their scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (Fig-
ure S9), we speculate that MSA molecules do not aggregate
on the outer surface of IL1MOF particles, but pair with the
BPDC-MIMS to form the IL1 within the lattice structure.
Thus, the [-MIMS][MSA] moieties are arranged along the
ultramicropores channel (< 1 nm).

Temperature-dependent conductivities were measured in
an oven through alternating current (AC) impedance spec-
troscopy analysis with a quasi-four-probe method from@40 to
80 88C. All samples were prepared in dry box under N2

protection to exclude the possible moisture from the air,

Figure 1. a) Illustrations of IL1, IL1MOF, IL2, IL2@MOF composites. b) Rationalized structure of IL1MOF featuring tetrahedron and octahedron
cages constructed with the H2BPDC-MIMS linkers and Zr6O2(OH)4 nodes. c) PXRD patterns, d) N2 adsorption isotherms and pore-size
distributions of MIMS-MOF, IL1MOF and UiO-67. e) 1H NMR spectra of activated MIMS-MOF digested in deuterium chloride (30 ul) and
[D6]DMSO (500 ul). Deuterium chloride: 6.33 ppm.
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and pre-heated at 60 88C under vacuum overnight before
measurements. It is found that both MIMS-MOF and MSA
show negligible conductivities even at 150 88C (10@8–
10@9 Scm@1, Figure S10 and S11), likely due to a lack of
dissociated H+ to act as a mobile charge carrier. The
conductivity of MSA at 150 88C is 2.11 X 10@8 Scm@1, and
decreased to 9.01 X 10@10 S cm@1 at 110 88C. Protic ILs usually
have high conductivities at temperature above 100 88C, but at
room temperature or below their conductivities dramatically
decrease[18,20] (Figure 2a). This drop in conductivity is because
the intermolecular interactions are strongly enhanced as
lowering temperature, which decreases the ionic mobility of
ILs.[20] This inherent drawback seriously limits ILs use as
electrolyte at subzero temperatures, such as in on-board
automotive application in cold climates or at high-altitude.[20b]

Notably, IL1MOF possesses distinct properties and shows
a conductivity of 1.03 X 10@4 Scm@1 at @40 88C, no abrupt
conduction dropping was found. This value is 4 orders of
magnitude higher than that of its parent IL1 in bulk (Fig-
ure 2a, b, S12, S13 and Table S5).

When the temperature is increased from @40 to 80 88C,
IL1MOF shows enhanced conductivity with linear Arrhenius
behavior (Figure 2 a and b). At 20 88C, the conductivity of
IL1MOF reaches to 2.87 X 10@3 S cm@1, a value 2 orders of

magnitude higher than that of IL1. This value is also 1–3
orders magnitude higher than those of the reported solid
protic IL derivatives such as ionogels[18a] and poly(ionic
liquid)s,[18b] and 2 times higher than that of commercial
Nafion-115 (1.25 X 10@3 Scm@1) with 98 % relative humidity at
similar temperature.[19d] Although, when temperature is
increased from @40 to 80 88C, the conductivity of IL1 sharply
increases by 5 orders of magnitude. At 80 88C, the conductivity
of IL1MOF is 1.89 X 10@2 S cm@1, which is still 2 orders of
magnitude higher than that of IL1. Meanwhile, from @40 to
80 88C, IL1MOF also has 1–2 orders of magnitude higher
conductivity than IL2. Until now, the surveyed solid IL
derivatives were all reported with lower conductivities than
their counterpart bulk ILs at room temperature (Figure 2d
and Table S6), and this phenomenon becomes more pro-
nounced when increasing temperature.[5,6, 11, 15] Interestingly,
the conductivity of IL1MOF is unexpectedly higher than these
of IL1 and IL2 in the whole measured temperature range
(Figure 2a and b). Meanwhile, IL1MOF also exhibits the
highest conductivities from 30 to 80 88C when compared to
other MOF-based anhydrous proton conductors (see Table S7
and Figure S14).

IL1MOF shows good long-term stability with almost
unvaried conductivity at @40, 30 or 80 88C for 30 days,

Figure 2. a) Several protic IL derivatives reported in room temperature region (10–2088C, anhydrous), and this work with temperature low to
@40 88C (Table S5, Ref. [18a,b]). The arrows infer the abrupt deviations away from the dashed lines to guide the eye. (b) Temperature-dependent
conductivities of IL1MOF, IL2@MOF, IL1, IL2 (Table S5). c) Nyquist plots of IL1MOF from @40 to 80 88C. d) Survey of reported bulk ILs (balls), their
derivatives and this work (**IL1,NNIL1MOF,**IL2, ~~IL2@MOF) around room temperature. Derivatives with same parent IL are shown as the same
color and aligned at the same horizontal coordinate (1–10). The ordinate axis is the lgs(ILs derivative)/sILs for clarity. Dashed line along the bulk ILs
(balls) indicates a conductivity limitation of normal IL derivatives (see Table S6 and Ref. [15,19a–c,11b]). e) Long-term stabilities and f) recycle
tests of IL1MOF at different temperature.
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respectively. This stability is also supported by PXRD
patterns, with unchanged patterns from @40 to 80 88C (Fig-
ure 2e, f, and S6). Retention tests by soaking IL1MOF and
IL2@MOF in deionized water for 20 minutes were conducted
and compared (Table S3, Figure S15 and S16). Conductivity
of IL2@MOF decreased by 4 orders of magnitude after
soaking. In contrast, IL1MOF showed significantly less
change before (1.89 X 10@2 S cm@1) and after (5.30 X
10@3 Scm@1) soaking (Figure S18). These results suggest
IL1MOF exhibits lower risk for leakage than ILs@support[6]

as well as ILs@MOF.[11, 14a, 15]

Conductivities of IL1MOF were compared with those of
IL2@MOF to help determine structure-property relationships
(Figure 1 and Figure 2, Scheme S2). The measured conduc-
tivities of IL1MOF are 1–2 orders of magnitude higher than
that of IL2@MOF (10@6–10@3 Scm@1) from @40 to 80 88C
(Figure 2b). Since IL1MOF has the same components to that
of IL2@MOF (ESI, Table S4), the conductivity difference
between them should be attributed to their structural differ-
ences. PXRD measurements show that the peaks around 5–7
degree of IL2@MOF remarkably vanished as compared with
these of UiO-67 (Figure S6 c). This phenomenon signifies the
random state of ILs within IL2@MOF that enhanced back-
ground diffraction as that commonly observed for other
ILs@MOF,[11, 14a,15] rather the collapsed framework. The
recovered PXRD patterns of IL2@MOF after soaking in
methanol further confirms this point of view (Figure S6c). On
the other hand, IL1MOF shows almost intact peaks at low 2q

angle when compared with those of UiO-67 and MIMS-MOF
(Figure 1c). This result suggests IL1 in IL1MOF is in a long-
range ordered arrangement.

To help elucidate more details from the structure,
quantitative solid-state 13C NMR (nuclear magnetic reso-
nance) spectra techniques of dipolar dephasing magic-angle-
spinning (DD MAS) for IL1MOF at ambient temperature
were recorded (Figure 3a, S19 and S20). The peaks can be
divided into two groups: 1) the peaks ranging from 170 to
120 ppm can be assigned to the carbons on the carboxylate
groups, benzene and imidazolium rings; 2) the peaks ranging
from 60 to 20 ppm can be attributed to the carbons on MSA
and the methylene of MIMS side chain. Compared to the
immobile backbone carbons of IL1MOF in the first groups,[16a]

the carbons in the latter group have sharper signals, indicating
a “motional narrowing”[11a, 15] arising from the MSA and
-MIMS (Figure 1). The peaks at 39.79 and 36.33 ppm with
a 3.77:1 integration ratio can be assigned to the carbon of
MSA and the methylene directly connected to the sulfonate
group of -MIMS, respectively. These two peaks have smallest
line width than other peaks, suggesting more labile MSA and
the terminal group of -MIMS with respect to that backbone in
IL1MOF. The ratio between MSA and H2BPDC-MIMS plays
important role in deciding the states of their complexes. As
shown in Figure S22, when it is less than or equal to 1.89:1, the
complex is a solid with an immobile component; when it is
higher than 1.89:1, the complex is a viscous sticky liquid;
when it equals 3.78:1, the IL1 is a fluid liquid with mobile

Figure 3. a) Solid-state 13C NMR (DD MAS) of IL1 (at 7 kHz), IL1MOF and half-filled IL1MOF (at 15 kHz) at ambient temperature (also see
Figure S19–S21). b) FT-IR spectra of UiO-67, MIMS-MOF, IL1MOF and neat MSA. c) Diagram of the proton transport mechanism in IL1MOF.
d) 1H MAS (black) and 1H DQF (red) SSNMR spectra (at 10 kHz) of IL1MOF at room temperature, and temperature-dependent 1H SSNMR
spectra e) with tetramethylsilane as reference and adamantane (1H, d= 1.85 ppm) as a secondary reference.[24a] The DQ signals were excited and
reversed by using the back-to-back sequence.[24b] f) Plots of chemical shifts and FHHW of the acid proton resonance of IL1MOF as a function of
temperature.
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components, as confirmed by its 13C (Figure 3a) and 1H CP
MAS (cross polarization magic-angle-spinning) (Figure S21–
S25) SSNMR (solid-state 1H nuclear magnetic resonance)
spectra. The line width of the peaks of the labile carbons
(39.79 and 36.33 ppm) of IL1MOF are between those of liquid
IL1 (merging at 40.13 ppm) and the proposed solid-state half-
filled IL1MOF (39.71 and 35.11 ppm) (Figure 3a, and S19–
S21). Therefore, the 13C NMR and above mentioned PXRD
data suggest IL1 in IL1MOF has its ILs part [-MIMS][MSA]
resembling a structure of liquid crystal with the motion ability
between solid and liquid state.[21] The different chemical
environments of carbons in IL1, IL1MOF (half-filled), and
IL1MOF are further confirmed by their different chemical
shifts (Figure 3a). Although the MSA and the terminal
sulfonate group of -MIMS are labile as discussed above,
electrostatic contact and H-bonding between the MSA and
-MIMS locate the MSA in site in an ordered structure within
IL1MOF, well accounting for the sharply different PXRD
patterns between IL1MOF and IL2@MOF (Figure 1c and S6).

Solid FT-IR spectra are shown and compared in Figure 3b
and S7. Importantly, besides the characteristic stretching
bands of the neat -SO3

@ (naSO3
@ at 1151 cm@1 and nsSO3

@ ,
877 cm@1) in MIMS-MOF, new strong naSO3

@ bands toward
lower wavenumbers at 1088 and 972 cm@1 are found in
IL1MOF with the weak nsSO3

@ (877 cm@1) unchanged. The
separation between two naSO3

@ bands of 116 cm@1 in IL1MOF
is due to the (-SO3

@) S=O···H (-SO3H) interactions and the
proton exchange within the [-MIMS][MSA] core region.[17]

The significantly broadened bands from 1151 cm@1 (naSO3
@)

to 877 cm@1 (nsSO3
@) range of IL1MOF with respect to that of

MIMS-MOF and MSA further suggests that a hydrogen-
bonding network is formed between -SO3

@ and -SO3H. Thus,
in the crystalline IL1MOF, a long-range ordered hydrogen-
bonding network forms, which may act to decrease the proton
hopping activation energy (Ea).[14] This is demonstrated by the
least-squares fits of the slopes of the temperature-dependent
proton conductivities (Figure 2 b). IL1MOF show its Ea =

0.296 eV, which is lower than IL1 and IL2 (0.472 eV
& 0.698 eV), and IL2@MOF (0.323 eV). The higher Ea values
indicate the randomly arranged IL composites in IL1, IL2 and
IL2@MOF have a vehicle mechanism for proton transport
(Scheme 1). Comparatively, the long-range ordering arrange-
ment of IL1 in crystalline IL1MOF possesses a Grotthuss
mechanism (Figure 3c), which facilitates facile proton trans-
port.[22]

To investigate the origin of the high conductivity of
IL1MOF below room temperature, differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) of IL1, IL2, and IL1MOF were performed.
DSC profiles show endothermic peaks around @46.1 and
@91.8 for the IL1 and IL2 during the up scan, respectively,
signifying the vitrification processes (Figure S26). While, the
exothermic DSC peaks observed for the ILs also infer that
a phase transition occurs as temperature decreased, and thus
the interactions among the components of ILs markedly
increased with decreasing temperature. These events well
account for the decreased conductivity for IL1 (onset at 0 88C)
and IL2 (onset at @10 88C) as temperature is decreased
(Figure 2a). Notably, there is no thermic event that occurs
during the heating/cooling cycle within @150 to 80 88C range

for IL1MOF (Figure S26), indicating no phase transition.
These results suggest the better dispersion of MSA within the
MOF, and well account for that recyclable and stable
conductivity of IL1MOF at different temperatures (Fig-
ure 2d,e). Such results also indicate the ultramicropore
regions (< 1 nm) inside the octahedron (containing 2.64
-MIMS, 10 MSA, cal. See ESI) and tetrahedrons (1.32
-MIMS, 5 MSA) of IL1MOF have dispersed [-MIMS][MSA]
well enough to suppress the formation of large ionic clusters
and efficiently prevented a freezing at subzero temperature
down to@150 88C. Therefore, the high conductivity of IL1MOF
at low temperature may be ascribed to the synergistic effect of
its crystalline structure and confinement within ultramicro-
pore channel. The former factor dictates and arranges IL1 in
ordered arrays and allows for fast proton transport via
(-SO3

@) S=O···H (-SO3H) network pathway[14] (Figure 3c),
while the latter prevents ionic cluster from freezing[11] and
thus leads to its high conductivity at @40 88C and linear
Arrhenius behavior (Figure 2 a,b) across a very wide temper-
ature range.

To describe the proton dynamic and its correlation to the
conductivity of IL1MOF, solid-state 1H nuclear magnetic
resonance (SSNMR) spectroscopy was performed with dou-
ble-resonance magic-angle-spinning (MAS) probe supporting
rotors at 10 kHz. The room temperature SSNMR 1H spec-
trum under one-plus excitation shows broad resonance signal
with high intensity at 2.54 and 8.59 ppm (Figure 3d and e),
which can be assigned to the -CH3 proton and the acid proton
of -SO3H, respectively.[23] In a double-quantum filter (DQF)
1H MAS NMR experiment, only the 2.54 ppm resonance is
observable, further confirming its assignment to the MSA
methyl group.[23b] Either long distance between proton-pairs
or fast molecular motion on the NMR time scale may be
attributed the absent DQ signal at 8.59 ppm due to weak
dipole-dipole coupling between protons. For the large octa-
hedral cage (f& 16 c) containing 2.64 -MIMS (& 7 c across)
and 10 MSA (& 2 c across), the (-SO3

@)H···(-SO3H) is less
than 4 c of the detectable H-H couplings in DQ MAS
experiment,[16b] which excludes the long distance between
proton-pairs. So, the absent DQ signal 8.59 ppm should be
ascribed to the fast acid proton motion. This point of view also
is further confirmed by temperature-dependent 1H NMR
spectra from @5 to 90 88C of IL1MOF. Significant and
continuous 1H chemical shifting to lower frequency (shift
difference 1.6 ppm, Figure 3e) and gradually narrowing full
height at half-width (FHHW) of the resonances of acid
protons were observed as the temperature was increased
(Figure 3 f). The shifting together with that narrowing FHHW
indicate the rapid proton exchange motions between -SO3

@

and -SO3H and their contribution to the conductivity of
IL1MOF.[16b,23] In contrast, the unchanged 1H chemical shift
(2.5 ppm) (Figure 3e) with increasing temperature and that
intact resonance of -CH3 in the 1H DQF spectra (Figure 3d)
hint the CH3SO3H/CH3SO3

@ populate the equivalent sites
owing to their immobility, with no contribution to the
conductivity.[16, 23a] These results demonstrate the conductivity
of IL1MOF is proton dominant conduction (Figure 3c).
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Conclusion

The possibility of promoting an IL from an amorphous to
a crystalline state was demonstrated for the first time by
preparing IL1MOF via a coordination self-assembly based
reticular chemistry strategy. The IL1 ligand in IL1MOF was
arranged with long-range order but with a labile ionic center.
This unique structure decreases the activation energy for
proton transport and changes the proton conduction for IL1

from a vehicle mechanism to a Grotthuss mechanism, which
facilitates fast proton transport to reach a state-of-the-art
conductivity. As a result, IL1MOF breaks though the inherent
properties of its counterpart bulk ILs, including 1) a long-
range ordered crystalline structure, enabling deeper insight
into the structure-property relationship; 2) much higher
conductivity by 2–4 orders of magnitude versus its highly
conductive counterpart bulk IL across a wide temperature
range, which have never been achieved by IL derivatives; 3)
extending the working condition of IL past subzero temper-
atures by confining IL in ultramicropores and eliminating its
phase transition down to @150 88C. This work provides a novel
and feasible strategy to realize crystalline materials from an
amorphous or even a liquid state, which may generate
significant inspiration for designing a new-generation of IL
materials with high performance for broader applications.
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